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ABSTRACT 

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE, INFINITE PARALLEL 

PLATES WITH THIN FILM COATINGS 

by 

Karen Loftus Zalta 

Multiple, infinite, parallel plates, with or without thin surface 

films, in a known thermal environment are analyzed. Several assumptions 

are made to render the problem tractable. 

A two wavelength band approximation is employed. The two bands 

considered are the solar band, which includes the shorter wavelengths, 

and the infrared band, which includes the longer wavelengths. This 

approximation is essential in that it allows the solar and infrared 

radiosity equations to be mathematically unlinked. This further allows 

the solar radiosities to be independent of temperature. 

In the solar band, thin films are assumed to absorb a negligible 

amount of radiation as compared to the substrate, due to the relative 

thicknesses. Thus, the solar optical properties may be calculated 

using Fresnel's equations. 

The effective optical properties of a plate (substrate and thin 

films) are calculated using equations based on ray-tracing. These 

effective optical properties, functions of thin film optical properties, 

substrate index of refraction, substrate extinction coefficient, and 

substrate thickness, include all inner reflections within a plate. 

Once the effective optical constants for each plate are known, a 

method is established for calculating solar radiosities. This method 

has two parts. First, a recursive algorithm is established for 



calculating the percentage of environmental radiation which eventually 

falls on each surface (irradiation factors). Then, the radiosities may 

be predicted by a superposition of the irradiation factors. 

The algorithm is unique in that it requires a one-time solution of 

four equations. Then the solution of the (N-l) plate case predicts the 

solution of the N plate case. Also, all inner reflections between 

plates are considered. This is clearly a great advantage over direct 

methods which require the simultaneous solution of (4N-2) equations. 

In the infrared band, radiation is absorbed and emitted in a 

diffuse manner. The plates are assumed to be gray and opaque. Infrared 

radiosities may not be calculated directly since they depend upon 

temperature. 

An energy balance is made on each side of every plate yielding 2N 

equations which are functions of the 2N unknown temperatures. An 

iterative scheme is employed whereby subsequent "guesses" are made for 

the temperatures until convergence is achieved. 

Though this analysis could conceivably be performed using a 

programmable pocket calculator, a Digital PDP-11 computer was used to 

run Program PLATES which performed the analysis. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Definition 

ah»i 
Infrared hemispherical absorptivity for thin film i 

r(n) r(n) 
mR* CmL 

Irradiation factors; represents the fraction of radiation 
incident on side m on an n array system of plates. 
Subscript R and L refers to the direction from which the 
radiation originated, right or left, respectively. 

eh,i 
Infrared hemispherical emissivity for thin film i 

Fij 
Hottel's Script F, functions of ^ and j 

* 
Gi* Gi Infrared and solar irradiation of side i 

* * 
G
L> 

G
R 

Solar irradiation originating from the environment on the 
left and right respectively 

* 
Ji> J± 

Infrared and solar radiosity of side i 

* 
k* 

Monochromatic solar absorption coefficient; function of 

wavelength and extinction coefficient (k^ = 

N Number of plates in array 

* 

V ni Infrared and solar index of refraction of thin film i 

n 
- fc fc 

Complex solar index of refraction (= n - ix ) 

* 
Q, Q Infrared and solar fluxes 

^cond 
Conductive heat flux 

4n) Array reflectance factors; represents the effective 
reflectivity of an array of N plates considered from the 
left and right respectively. 

rh,i 
Infrared hemispherical reflectivity of thin film i 

* 
ri Solar reflectivity of thin film i 

* * 
*4.» r* Solar reflectivity polarized perpendicular and parallel 

respectively 



vil 

Ti 
Temperature of side i 

T
L’ 

T
R 

Ambient environmental temperature of left and right 
respectively 

u« 
Overall heat transfer coefficient of plate with sides i 
and j 

w Emissive power 

wb 

4 
Black body emissive power (aT ) 

* 

V °i 

GREEK SYMBOLS 

Infrared and solar effective absorptivities of side i 

A Thickness of plate 

6 Increment 

eh,l 
Effective hemispherical emissivity of side i 

* 
91 

Angle of solar radiation in medium i 

* * 

V 0R 
Angles of solar irradiation incident on left and right 
respectively 

* 
Kx Monochromatic extinction coefficient in solar band 

1 x v 
* 

K Extinction coefficient in solar band 

x. Wavelength 

X' Wavelength, dummy variable of integration 

* 
pi 

Solar effective reflectivity of side i 

ph,i 
Infrared hemispherical reflectivity of side i 

ph,J.» ph,u 
Infrared hemispherical reflectivity polarized 
perpendicular and parallel respectively 

0 Stefan-Boltzmann constant 



Solar effective transmissivity of sides i and j 

Angle of solar radiation in substrate 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The interest in solar-energy has increased with the U. S. energy 

demand. Within the next thirty years, the United States will consume 

more energy than it has in its entire history. ^ Of that energy, 

[2] 
about one third will be used for the heating and cooling of buildings. 

Utilization of existing solar technology may provide at least 50% of 

the heating, cooling, and hot water needs of homes and commercial 

buildings 

These facts have stimulated research in solar phenomena, in 

general, and have generated interest in certain architectural 

structures in particular. Namely,' a considerable research effort has 

been focused on flat plate solar collectors and multiple glazed 

windows. These structures are alike in that they share similar 

geometries. Both are systems of multiple, perhaps translucent, 

parallel plates; and, in both cases, thin film coatings have been 

added to enhance or retard energy gain. 

For design purposes, it is necessary to predict the heat transfer 

of a solar device given the system geometry, material variables, and 

environmental conditions. Although multiple, parallel plates have been 

evaluated in the past, analyses include the simultaneous solution of 

nonlinear integro-differential equations which may only be performed 

using complex numerical methods on high speed computers. 

The analysis which follows presents a relatively simple procedure 

for calculating solar and infrared radiosities and temperature 

distribution for a system of multiple, infinite, parallel plates with 

thin film coatings. 
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Several simplifying assumptions are made to render the problem 

tractable. The plates are assumed to be of known thicknesses, parallel 

and optically smooth. The thermal environment to the left and right of 

the plates is assumed known. Specifically, the thermal environment is 

described in terns of the solar irradiations (magnitudes and angles of 

incidence) and ambient air temperatures. 

[4] 
Bobco's two band approximation is used for further simplifica¬ 

tion. The two wavelength bands specified are the solar band, which 

includes all wavelengths less than 3 ym, and the infrared band, which 

includes all wavelengths greater than 3 ym. This approximation implies 

that all solar radiation is absorbed in the solar band and reemitted in 

the infrared band. This allows the solar and infrared radiosity 

equations to be mathematically unlinked which further allows the solar 

radiosities to be independent of plate temperature. 

In the solar band, all optical properties are dependent on the 

incident solar angle. Thus, Snell's law is used to predict the 

refraction of the radiation throughout the participating media. 

Because thin films are of near negligible thickness, with respect 

to substrate thickness, it is assumed that the thin films do not absorb 

solar radiation. Thus, the solar optical properties of the glazings, 

functions of index of refraction, and angle of incident radiation may be 

calculated from Fresnel's law. The index of refraction is assumed 

known for each thin film. The angle of incident radiation is 

predicted using Snell's law, as mentioned earlier. 

Once the solar reflectivity and transmissivity of the thin film are 

known, the effective optical properties of a plate may be calculated. 

In this analysis, a plate is defined as a substrate with thin film 
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coatings. The index of refraction, extinction coefficient, and thick¬ 

ness of the substrate is assumed known. The angle of incident 

radiation is once again predicted by Snell’s law. These properties, 

combined with the thin film optical properties yield the effective 

solar optical properties, in particular, the effective.reflectivity, 

absorptivity, and transmissivity of a plate. 

Once the effective solar optical constants of each plate are 

known, a method may be established for calculating solar radiosities of 

a system of N plates. This method involves two basic analyses. First, 

a recursive algorithm is established which allows the calculation of 

the percentage of solar energy originating on the left and right of the 

system of plates which eventually falls on each surface of the N-plate 

system (called the irradiation factor). Thus, all inner reflections 

are considered. Second, the solar radiosities of each surface are 

calculated by a superposition of the irradiation factors predicted by 

the recursive algorithm. 

The algorithm is unique in that it requires the one-time 
t 

simultaneous solution of four equations. Once this procedure, 

entitled the Unit Operation, is performed, the algorithm becomes 

recursive allowing for the solution of a N-plate system once the 

solution of an (N-l) plate system is known. This is clearly a great 

advantage over "brute force" methods which require the simultaneous 

solution of (4N-2) equations for a system of N plates. 

In the infrared band, radiation is absorbed and emitted in a 

diffuse manner. The plates are also assumed to be gray and opaque in 

the infrared band. The opacity implies that the infrared reflectivity 

of the thin film is, in fact, the effective reflectivity of the plate. 
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Since the infrared transmissivity is assumed negligible, the effective 

infrared absorptivity of the plate is found by subtracting the effective 

reflectivity of the plate from unity. Walsh1 J reported the equations 

necessary to calculate these effective infrared optical constants. 

Unlike the solar band, once the effective infrared optical 

constants are known, the infrared surface radiosities cannot be calcu¬ 

lated. The expressions for the infrared radiosities include an 

emittance term which depends upon the surface temperature. 

Thus, an energy balance is written for each side of every plate. 

The energy balance is simply the sum of energy absorbed in the solar 

band, the energy incident in the infrared band, and the energy flux due 

to conduction between the surfaces of a plate. The simultaneous 

solution of these 2N equations, for an array of N plates, yields the 2N 

temperatures—one for each side. Once these temperatures are known, 

infrared radiosities may be calculated. 

The analysis which follows is an in-depth explanation of the 

relatively simple method proposed here for calculating the solar and 

infrared radiosities and temperature distribution for a system of 

multiple, infinite, parallel plates with thin film coatings. It is 

conceivable that a programmable pocket calculator could be used to 

perform all necessary calculations. Although, in this study, a 

FORTRAN IV program entitled "PLATES" performs the calculations. 
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II. ANALYSIS 

2.1 Bobco's Two Band Approximation 

Due to the high temperature of the sun ( 5800 K), an opaque 

surface exposed to solar irradiation will predominantly reflect and 

absorb solar energy in the short wavelength region (solar spectrum) and 

[41 
emit radiation mainly in the long wavelength region (infrared spectrum). 

This approximation is of great utility in that it allows the solar and 

infrared radiosity equations to be mathematically unlinked and allows 

the solar radiosities to be independent of plate temperature. 

Mathematically stated, at some wavelength, X» the solar irradiation 

* 
G may be expressed as: 

* 
G G(x')dX’ G(x’)dX' 

where X is small enough to exclude thermal emission. The black body 

emissive power, W^, may be expressed as: 

00 oo 

Wb = OT
4 = J Wb(x',T)dx' - j WbCx,,T)dX' 

where T is the temperature of the surface in question, o is the Stefan 

Boltzmann constant, and X* is a dummy variable of integration represent¬ 

ing all wavelengths. 

Duffle et al reported^ that X = 3.0 ym is a good division 

between the solar and infrared spectra. In particular, 96.6% of the 

solar spectrum is located in the band 0.3 ym < X1 < 3.0 pm. For a 

black body at 300K, 97.0% of the infrared spectrum is contained in the 
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band 3.0 ym < X' <50 ym. 

In this study, it is presumed that the plates are exposed to solar 

irradiation with surface temperatures in tolerable limits of 300K. 

Although the plates are neither opaque nor black, as in Bobco's analysis, 

the simplications which the two-band approximation affords, justifies 

the inherent error in this analysis. 

In this analysis, starred (*) quantities denote solar quantities; 

unstarred quantities refer to infrared. 
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2.2 Solar Band 

2.2.1 Snell’s Law 

Solar radiation from the left and right, GT and G respectively, 
L K 

* * 
impinge upon the multiple plate system with known angles, 0T and 0_ 

respectively, measured from the normal (Figure 1). Each plate is 

composed of a substrate coated on both sides with thin films (Figure 2), 

Each of these substances may possess different indices of refraction. 

Consider, for a moment, only the energy originating from the left. 

As the radiant beam enters each medium, it is refracted in accordance 

with Snell’s law:^^ 

4> 

n sin 0 = n, sin 0, 
a a D b 

* * 
where n and 0 represent the index of refraction and angle of impinging, 

energy for mediums a and b (Figure 3). Energy originating from the 

right is refracted in an analogous manner. 

It is important to remember to treat the air space between plates 

as a medium with n = 1. 
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System of Finite Multiple Parallel Plates 

FIGURE Is Solar Environmental Irradiation 



thin film coating thin film coating 

Substrate 

PLATE 

FIGURE 2: A Plate 



Interface Between 
Medium a and b / 

FIGURE 3: Indices and Angles of Refraction 
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2.2.2 Thin Film Optical Constants 

Because the thin films are of relatively negligible thickness with 

respect to substrate thickness, it may be assumed in most cases that no 

energy is absorbed in the thin film. All energy absorbed by a plate is 

done so in the substrate. The thin film primarily affects the 

reflectivity of a plate which is predominantly a surface phenomenon. 

* 
In this analysis, the solar reflectivity, r , of a thin film is 

calculated using Fresnel's lawP^ The perpendicular and parallel 

polarization components of reflectivity are given respectively: 

* 

* 
r « 

’>2 .2 * 
(n -sin 8 )2 - cos9 
, l i 2 . 5 

(n -sin 0 )2 + cos0 

[2 * 2 * h~\ 
n COS0 -(n -sine )2 I 

n2cose*+(n
2-sin2e*)y 

2 

2 

The reflectivity of the film is the average of the perpendicular and 

parallel components; 

* 
r 

, * * , 
(rA + rn) / 2 

Since the solar absorptivity is assumed negligible, the sum of the 

transmissivity, t, and reflectivity, r, is unity. Thus, the trans¬ 

missivity of each thin film may be calculated from the film 

reflectivity as: 

* * 
t * 1 - r 

[9] 
Armaly and Look have reported that thin films with an 

ic 
absorption coefficient k^ < 0.1 may be considered to be dielectrics (no 
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K 

absorption) with negligible error, may be given as: 

. * * X 
kA ’ KA 4Ï 

where is the extinction coefficient, a function of X. Thus, in the 

* -1 
solar band, - 40 mm suggests a substance may be treated as a 

dielectric with negligible error (Appendix I). 

Should the absorption coefficient be large enough to warrant a non¬ 

zero absorptivity, Fresnel's equation and Snell's law given above may 

k 
still be used by substituting for the index of refraction, n , a complex 

r 51 
index of refraction, n , defined as: 

* * 
n => n - IK 

Also, Electromagnetic Wave Theory may be used to predict the optical 

constants. This theory has the advantage that multiple thin films on a 

substrate may be evaluated. 
[10] 

It is important to realize that energy is approaching each thin 

k k k k 
film from two different sources: G and G . Unless 0_ = 0 , the angles 

L R L K 

in Fresnel's equation will be different for the two sources. Thus, two 

* 
sets of optical constants must be calculated: a set resulting from G_ 

and a set resulting from G0. These optical constants will retain the 

k k 
subscript L or R to designate the source as G_ or G respectively. 

L» K 
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2.2.3 Effective Optical Constants 

The effective optical constants of a plate are functions of the 

thin film optical properties, calculated in the previous section, and 

the substrate material properties. These substrate properties include 

afc k 
index of refraction (n ), extinction coefficient (K ), and thickness (A). 

Using Snell*s law, as mentioned previously, the index of refraction is 

•Jf 

used to calculate the angle of refraction (<|> ) within the substrate. 

The effective solar reflectivities and transmissivities of a plate 

[31 
i.^e., a substrate with thin film coatings, may be calculated: J 

* 

* 

Pi rl + 

tj^ r2 exp(-2< A/COS<|> ) 

* * 
l-r^^ exp C_2K A/COS<|> ) 

* 

P2 

2 

t2r1 exp (-2< A/COS<{» ) 

l-rir2 expC~2< A/cosij) ) 

^ ^ & k 
* tj^t2 exp (-K A/cos<J> ) 

t-^2 "" £ ^ ^ ^ 

l-r^r2 exp(-2K A/cos<j> ) 

•k 
where p^ = effective reflectivity of the plate from side 1 

* 
P2 = effective reflectivity of the plate from side 2 

* 
T12~ e^^ect^ve transmissivity of plate for both sides 1 and 2 

k k 
r^, r2 = reflectivity of thin films 1 and 2 respectively 

calculated in previous section 

k k 
t^, t2 = transmissivity of thin films 1 and 2 respectively 

calculated in previous section 

k 
K “ extinction coefficient of substrate 
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A = substrate thickness 

* 
<f> = angle of refraction within substrate 

The solar absorptivity of the plate may be calculated from: 

* * * 
a + T + p « 1 

As in the previous section, two sets of effective optical constants 

* * 
must be calculated, one for each solar energy source (G , G^), because 

L K 

the angle of incidence of the energy predicts the angle of refraction 

& * 
throughout the media (Snell’s law). That is, when G and G are 

Li R 

incident at different angles (0 ^ 0 ) then the angles of refraction 

within each medium are different. This implies that the thin film 

optical properties, which are functions of index of refraction 

(constant) and angles of refraction will be different (i,e_., t ï t , 

P- £ p_). Which in turn implies that the effective optical properties 

for a plate, which are functions of the thin film optical properties, 

angles of refraction, and several other constants will also be 

different depending upon which solar energy source they are associated 

(i.e., p ^ p , T ^ T„, aT î4 aD). If, however, both energy sources are 
“ “ L RL RL R 

* * 
incident at the same angle (0T = 0n), regardless of magnitude, the L R 

angles of refraction, as predicted by Snell’s law, will be the same for 

a given medium. Thus, the thin film optical properties will be the 

* 

L rR’ ”L “R' 

, * * * * 
same (i.-e., r = r„, t = t ) and the effective optical properties of a 

plate will be the same (i_.£., PT = PR, TT = Tr, <XT = aR), requiring R’ R 

only a single set of optical constants 
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FIGURE 4: Effective Optical Constants 

thin film substrate thin film 

* * * * 
P1L* P1R* P2L* P2R 

* * 
T2L* T2R 

* * * * 
“lL’ “lR* a2L* a2R 
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2.2.4 "Brute Force" Method for Calculating Solar Radlositles 

One method for finding the solar radiosities of each surface in a 

multiple plate system is the "Brute Force" method. In this method, 

(4N-2) equations must be solved simultaneously to find the solar 

radiosities and irradiations of an N plate system. 

Although this method is laborious, it is presented herein for a 

specific reason: it is an accepted method for finding solar radiosities 

and irradiations and serves as comparison for the method soon to be 

offered in this analysis. 

To better understand the "Brute Force" method, consider a system 

* 
of two plates. Each side may be associated with a radiosity, J^, 

defined as all the energy leaving side i in the solar band and an 

* 
irradiation, G^, defined as all the energy impinging upon side i in the 

solar band. 

* * * & * & 
G- and G. are known irradiations 
1 4 

radiosity equations are: 

1 

* 
r2 

* 

’3 

★ 

P, G, + T '1 1 
* 

12 G2 

p2 G2 + t12 G1 

P3 G3 + T34 G4 

p4 G4 + x34 G3 

G, = Gt: G. = G„. The four 
1 L 4 R 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Further, because the plates are infinite, 

G„ = J (5) 

(6) 
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Simultaneous solution of equations (1) - (6) yields the unknowns: 

* * * ^2 £ £ jç it 

* (pi “ P1P2P3 + t12 P3^G1 + t12 t34 G4 

1 - 

* * 
p2 p3 

C7) 

J„ = 

* * 

* _ t12 G1 + p2 t34 G4 

1 - 

* * 
p2 p3 

(8) 

* * 
G, 

J„ = 
t12 p3 Ü1 + t34 ~4 

* * 
G, 

1 - 

* * 
p2 p3 

(9) 

* * * * 

J, = 
(p4 - P2 P3 P4 + P2 

t
34 

)G4 + t12 T 
* * 

r34 G1 
* * 

1 - p2 
p
3 

(10) 

Gn - J, 

G_ = J, 

Although this method for finding solar radiosities is effective, 

as the number of plates increase, it soon becomes laborious and tedious 

A three plate system requires the simultaneous solution of ten 

equations. A four plate system requires the simultaneous solution of 

fourteen equations. In general, an N plate system requires the simul¬ 

taneous solution of (4N-2) equations. 

The method which follows requires the simultaneous solution of 

only one set of four equations, called the Unit Operation. A recursive 

algorithm is then established whereby the solution of the (N-l) plate 

system implies the solution of the N plate system without further 

simultaneous solutions. 
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2.2.5 Recursive Method for Calculating Energy Factors 

In this section, a method will be established for calculating solar 

radiosltles of an N plate system. First a recursive algorithm is 

established for the case in which unit energy is impinging from the 

right only (i.e.,G » 0, G^.55 1). The case in which unit energy origi- 
 L K 

nates from the left only (i.e., G ■ 1, G = 0) is found by analogy. 
1J K 

The solar radiosities will be established by a superposition of these 

solutions. This will be treated in full later in this section. 

To facilitate solution of the N plate problem, the Irradiation 

Factor, Array Reflectance Factor, and the Unit Operation are introduced. 

(N) 
The irradiation factor, C _ , represents the fraction of unit 

mL 

energy incident on the left of the N plate array which eventually falls 

on side m. That is, all radiation originating on the left which falls 

on side m due to direct radiation as well as all inner reflections. 

(N) 
Similarly, C\£ represents the fraction of unit radiation incident on 

the right on the N plate array which eventually falls on side m. Again, 

all inner reflections and direct radiation are included. 

(N) 
The array reflectance factor, R£ , represents the effective 

reflectance of an N plate array for unit energy originating from the 

(N) 
left. Similarly, R^ is the effective reflectance of an N plate 

system for energy incident from the right. 

The irradiation factors and array reflectance factors need not 

bear stars since they only have meaning in the solar band. In the 

infrared band, the plates are assumed to be opaque. 

To establish the unit operation, consider two infinite parallel 

plates. Call the plates a and b. Consider the space between plates a 

and b. The radiosity, irradiation, and effective reflectivity of a 
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a b 

FIGURE 5: Unit Operation 
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plate a are J&, G^t and respectively. Similarly, J^, G^, and R^ 

* 
are defined for plate b. T is the unit of energy transmitted through 

SL 

a into the space between a and b (Figure 5). 

Then, it is clear that: 

G = J, 
a t 

* i 
G = J 
b £ 

* 
J 
a 

* 
J, - 

* * * 
To + R G a a a 

* * 

\ 

Simultaneous solution of these equations yields: 

* 
* * 

G • - T 
a a 

* 

\ 
* _* * Gb 1 ” R Rb 

* * 

a 

A recursive formula will now be established. As stated previously, 

the solution of the N plate system depends on the solution of the (N-l) 

plate system. The solution.of the (N-l) plate system depends on the 

solution of the (N-2) plate system, and so on. Thus, the formula must 

be started with the solution of a system of one plate. 

1. Single Plate: 

1 2 . Unit energy, originating from the right only, is impinging on 

1 a single plate, 1. The sides of the plate are labelled 1 and 

2. All of the energy which originates from the right and 

falls on side 2, so that = 1. None of the energy 

originating from the right falls on side 1 because side 1 

does not face the unit energy to receive direct radiation and 

has no surface to its left to afford it reflected radiation, 
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so that = 0. The array reflectance of this array of one 

(1) * * 
plate R„ = where p is the effective reflectivity of 

& zR zR 

side 2 of plate 1. This includes all inner reflection within 

plate 1. The unit operation is not needed. The factors may 

be summarized as: 

C(1>. 0 

C(1)= 1 C2R X 

(1) * 
2R 

Double Plate System: 

3 4 
^ Again, unit energy originates on the right, but falls on 

2 side 4, so C^= 1» 

A space between plates has been introduced, so the unit 

operation must be used: 

T* R_
(1) 

,(2) _ 
T
34R

R
R 

'3R 1 - R_(1)n * ~2R 1
 \ P3R 

,(2) _ ~34R 

1 - R_(1)o 1 . \ P
3R 

Clearly, C<J> - . 

The energy which falls on side 1 is simply the product of 

the energy which falls on side 2 of a two plate system and the 

energy which falls on side 1 of a one plate system. Thus, 

r(2) _ r(D r<2) 
C1R ~ C1R C2R 

.(1) But, from the single plate case, it is clear that =0, 
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(2) 
which implies = 0. This indicates that no energy falls 

on side 1, as expected. 

(2) 
The array reflectance R^ is merely the sum of the 

energy reflected by side 4 and the energy transmitted through 

plate 2 from side 3. This may be expressed simply using 

irradiation factor: 

,(2). (2) 
*11 ,= P4R+ T34R C3R 

A summary of the factors of the double plate system: 

C(2) = 1 C4R 1 

Unit 
Operation 

,(2) _ T.(l)r,(2) 
3R 

-.(2) 
'2R 

«R 
* 

_ 
T
34R 

2R 

(2} 
(Need to solve for ^^rst> 
then return) 

(1) * 
1 - > 3R 

By 
Inspection 

c«) = 0 

R(2) _ * . * r(2) 
^ “ P4R+ T34R C3R 

• Now that the recursive method has been established, the 

factors for the three plate and N plate system will be given 

without further explanation. 



Unit 
Operation 

By 
Inspection 

,C3) 
J5R 

.(3) 

(2) „(3) 
4R **' C 

56R 
4R 

1 - R_(2)n* h P5R 

c(3) = c(2) r(3) 
3R 3R C4R 

r(3) 
C2R 

= c(2) 
2R 

r(3) 
C4R 

r(3) 
C1R 

= c(2) C1R 
C(3) = 0 C4R 0 

11 
/
-
N
 

* 
! T

56R 
C 

,(3) * 
'5R + P6R 

4. N Plate Array: 

C(N) =1 U(2N)R 1 

Unit 
Operation 

.(N) 
'(2N-1)R 

.(N) 
(2N-2)R 

gCN-l) C(N) 
(2N-2)R 

T(2N, 2N-DR 

i DN-1 * 1
 - RR P 

(2N-1)R 

By 
Inspection 

(N) r(N-l) r(N) 
(2N-3)R “ (2N-3)R t'(2N-2)R 

(N) 
(2N-4)R 

r(N-l) 
(2N-4)R 

r(N) 
°(2N-2)R 
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By 
Inspection 

(N) _ 
2R 

P(N-l) 
C2R 

r(N) 
^2N-2)R 

i(N) _ _(N-1) r(N) 
1R C1R U(2N-2)R 

A completely analogous formulation may be performed for the 

case of unit energy incident from the left, that is, immedi¬ 

ately adjacent to side 1. Clearly, the mirror image of this 

left hand case, is the right hand case with energy incident 

from the right where plates and sides are numbered from left 

to right in descending order (Figure 6). 

Thus, the system of one plate would include only the Nth 

plate. A system of two plates would include the N and (N-l) 

plates alone with unit radiation incident from.the right. 

This would continue until all N plates were considered in the 

array (Figure 7). 

Therefore, the irradiation factors and array reflectance 

factors for energy incident from the left may be calculated in 

a manner entirely analogous to the method for energy incident 

from the right. It is simply a matter of careful bookkeeping. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 2N-1 2N 

N 

Unit energy incident from left (above) equivalent 

to: 

FIGURE 6: Equivalent Left and Right Systems 
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One Plate Array 

2N 2N-1 

1 

N 1 

FIGURE 7 : Equivalent 

Right Arrays 

Two Plate Array: 

(N-l) Plate Array: 

N Plate Array: 

2N 2N-1 6 5 

• * • 

4 3 2 1 
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2,2.6 Calculation of Solar Radlosities Using Recursive Algorithm 

Now that all the irradiation factors and array reflectance factors 

are known, the radiosity and irradiation of each surface may be 

calculated. Again, the (N-l) plate case must be known to solve the N 

plate case. 

1. Sing! .e Plate 

* 
l 

* 
!1 ^G2 

* * 
G
I 

= G
L 

*(1) _ (1) *(1) * (1) *(1) 
J1 " \ G1 + T12RC2R G2 

JÜ(1) = R^ GÜ(1) + rl.GÎP G?(1) 
12L IL 1 

2. 

* * 
G2 = GR 

(Superscript always refers to the number of plates in the 

system.) 

Double Plate: 

*(1) * *(2) * 
In this case, G.K ' = GT, G.v ' = G„ ’1 L* 4 R 

*(2) _ (2) *(2) * (2) *(2) 
J1 ~ \ G1 + T12R C2R G4 

T*(2) _ „(2) *(2) * _(2) *(2) 
J4 ~ *R G4 + 34LC3L G1 

-,*(2) _ *(2) .(2) *(2) _(2) 
'2 _ G1 C2L + G4 C2R 

,*(2) _ *(2) _(2) *(2) (2) 
*3 _ G1 C3L +G4 C3R 

*(2) _ *(2) 
J3 “ G2 

J*(2) _ *(2) 

2 3 
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3. N Plates: 

T*(N) = R(N) *(N) * p (N) *(N) 
J1 \ ' 

G
1 

+ T
21R

C
2R 

G
2N 

r*(N) _ R(N) *(N) * 

*2N " *R G2N + T 
r (N) p* (N) 

(2N-1, 2N)L (2N-1)L 1 

,*(N) _ p*(N) (N) p*(N) (N) 
'2 " G1 C2L + G2N C2R 

P*(N) _ p*(N)r(N) p*(N) r(N) 
G3 ~ G1 C3L + G2N C3R 

P* (N) 
t’(2N-l) 

*(N) _ 
2 

* (N) = 
3 

•* (N) 
4 

*(N) 
5 

_ r*(N) 
** 
G1 

(N) 
'3 

*(N) 

,*(N) 
'5 

,*(N) 

P (N) 
(2N-1)L 

+ G *(N) 
2N 

P (N) 
(2N-1)R 

*(N) _ * N 

(2N-1) (2N-2) 

The radlosltles calculated for the two plate system 

using this method are identical to those calculated by the 

"Brute Force" method presented earlier (Appendix II). 

Further, given the proper boundary conditions, this method 
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is seen to simplify to Chapman’s Visor Analysiswhich in 

turn reduces to ray tracing. 
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2.3 Infrared Band 

2.3.1 Thin Film Optical Constants 

In the thin film it is assumed that the plates (substrate + thin 

films) are gray and that thermal radiation is absorbed and emitted in a 

diffuse manner. Further, it is assumed that all thermal energy 

impinging upon a plate is either reflected or absorbed. Effectively, 

then, no infrared energy is transmitted (unlike the solar spectrum) 

through a plate. However, each plate surface does emit in the infrared 

band. Thus, in this wavelength band: 

a + r = 1 

The reflectivity, r, may be calculated using Fresnel's equation, as 

in the solar band. The infrared energy exchanges are assumed to be 

diffuse so that the hemispherical reflectivity is desired. This may be 

calculated by integrating Fresnel's equation over all angles. Further, 

assuming Kirchoff's law to be true: 

e. = a, = 1 - r, 
h h h 

T61 
Walsh1 J reported expressions for the two components of polarization of 

♦ * 

hemispherical emissivity: 

0 = . (n-1)(3n+l) 

3<r*l)2 

_ isifeWa. . J6nV«I In(n) 
h,ft (n2+l) (n4-l) (n2+l)(n4-l)2 

' 2[n22n2~3)2W—') L(n+ir J W 
The hemispherical emissivity, e^, is merely an average of these 

components. 
e. + e. 

e » h* h»n 
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2.3.2 Effective Optical Constants 

Because no thermal energy is transmitted through the plate, the 

effective reflectivity, p^, of a plate for side i is: 

ph,i = rh,i 

where r, . is the thin film hemispherical reflectivity calculated in 
h,i 

the previous section (Appendix III). Thus, the effective hemispherical 

emissivity, e^, for side i is given as: 

eh,i = eh,i 

where e^ ^ is the thin film hemispherical emissivity, also calculated 

in the last section. 
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2.3.3 Infrared Flux Equations 

The energy transfer in the infrared band may be established 

directly for the case of N plates. 

The radiosity of side i may be expressed as: 

Ji " Wi + Ph.i Gi 

4 
where is the total emissive power (=e^aT^ for a gray body) and 

refers to reflected incident radiation. 

Because the plates are infinite, the relation between infrared 

radiosities and irradiations are: 

J2 = G3 

J3 = G2 

(2) 

J2N-2 " G2N-1 

J2N-1 " G2N-2 

The simultaneous solution of equations (1) and (2) yields the net 

infrared flux equations: 

J1 - G1 - eh,l° "î - T2> ’ Q1 

J2 - G2 - F23 oT2 - F23 oT3 ’ «2 

J3 - °3 - F32 oI3 - P32 ^2 * <*3 
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J2N-2 " G2N-2 “ F(2N-2,2N-1) aT(2N-2) 

“ F(2N-2,2N-1) aT(2N-l) ~ Q2N-2 

J2N-1 “ G2N-1 = F(2N-l,2N-2) aT(2N-l) 

- F 
(2N-1.2N-2) aT(2N-2) = Q 2N 

J2N “ G2N “ eh,2N °^T2N “ V “ Q2N 

where a is the Stefan Boltzmann Constant; 

V
T
R represent the ambient temperature of the 

environment to the left and right respectively; 

ttl 
is the infrared flux for the i— side 

F = - + - - 1, 
ij e± 

Hottel's script F 
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2.4 Conduction Term 

One dimensional conduction within each plate is assumed. Thus, for 

a given plate, the flux due to conduction (q ,) leaving side 1 and 
cond 

approaching side 2 is given by: 

"end - VT1 - V 

where is the overall heat transfer coefficient 
[12] 
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2.5 Overall Energy Balance 

The overall energy balance equations may now be written for each 

side of an N plate system. In all, 2N such equations may be written. 

Simultaneous solution of these 2N equation yields the unknowns—the 

temperature of each side. 

Specifically, an overall energy balance may be performed on the 

Xth side (Figure 8). Clearly, the sum of the solar flux absorbed into 

side I, the net infrared flux leaving side I, and the conductive flux 

leaving side I is zero. Mathematically stated, assuming energy leaving 

is positive and energy entering is negative: 

where 

* 

Ql - 4 G* + UrJ (T]; - Ij) - o 

is net infrared flux 

& 
oij is solar absorptivity 

* 
Gj. is solar irradiation 

UJJ is the overall heat transfer coefficient of a plate 

with side 1 and J 

Tj is temperature of side I 

• * 

T is temperature of side J. 
ü 

Physically, solar energy is absorbed in accordance to some 

exponentially decreasing function which includes all inner reflections. 

However, in this study it is assumed that solar energy is absorbed very 

close to the substrate surface. This model deviates from the physics 

in a local sense, though it agrees in a global sense. That is, within 

each plate, the "exact" amount of energy is absorbed. 
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With appropriate substitution, the 2N energy equation may be 

written as: 

£h,l°(TÎ - T£> - C 
Gl + “Î.R C1R> <) + D12(IrT2) - 0 

r23 0<I2 - T3> - <°2,L Ca GL + a2,R C2R GR> + U12<W ' 0 

F32 o(T3 - T2> - <“3,L CU i + “3,R C2R GR> + D34<VV -° 

4 * (N) * 
F(2N-l,2N-2)OT2N-l” ^2N-2 " ^°2N-1,L C(2N-1)L °L 

* (N) * , v 

+ a2N-l,L °(2N-1)R GR + U2N-l,2N^T2N-l" T2N* = °‘ 

.4 4. „ * (w) * * * 
eh,2N °^T2N - V " ^a2N,L C(2N)L GL + a2N,R °(2N)R GR 

+ U2N-1,2N (T2N “ T2N-1) “ ° 

These 2N equations are used to solve for 2N unknowns: Tj_, T^» ... 

T2JJ. Once the temperatures are known, the infrared radiosities and 
» * 

irradiations may be calculated. 

Unfortunately, the temperatures may not be solved analytically. 

An iterative procedure must be employed. The iterative procedure will 

be presented later. 



FIGURE 8: Overall Energy Balance on Side I 
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III. Program PLATES 

3.1 PLATES Driver and Subroutines 

A computer program has been written in FORTRAN to implement the 

calculation scheme described in the analysis. This program, entitled 

PLATES, calculates the solar radiosities and irradiations, the radiant 

surface temperatures and the infrared radiosities and irradiations for a 

system of multiple, infinite, parallel plates using the analysis 

developed in the previous chapter. 

The input parameters for plates may be divided into three 

categories: system geometry variables, material variables, and 

environmental variables. The system geometry variables include the 

number of plates in the system, and the thickness of each substrate, 

which may differ from plate to plate. The material variables for the 

substrates includes solar indices of refraction, extinction coefficients 

and overall heat transfer coefficients. Again, these properties may 

differ for each substrate. The material variables for the thin films 

include solar and infrared indices of refraction which may differ for 

each film. If a surface is considered to be uncoated, the index of 

refraction entered should be the same as that of the substrate. The 

* 
environmental variables include solar irradiation from the right and 

left, both magnitude and direction (normal = 0.0 rad). 

Once the input parameters are entered and read by PLATES., PLATES 

calls eight subroutines to perform all indicated calculations. A 

description of each subroutine follows. 

SUBROUTINE IREPS 

IREPS calculates the infrared hemispherical emissivity for each 
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1*61 
plate surface using Walsh's1 J expressions for hemispherical emissivity 

given In Section 2.3.1. 

SUBROUTINE IRCON 

1RC0N calculates the infrared emissive constant F 

equation given in Section 2.3.3. 

ij 
using the 

SUBROUTINE SNELL 

SNELL calculates refracted angles in each medium for energy 

originating from both the right and left using Snell's law, given in 

Section 2.2.1. 

SUBROUTINE SOPTIC 

SOPTIC calculates the solar optical constants for each thin film 

including transmissivity and reflectivity (absorptivity is assumed 

negligible) for radiation originating from the left and right using 

Fresnel's equations given in Section 2.2.2. 

SUBROUTINE MOUNT 

MOUNT calculates the effective solar optical properties for each 

plate surface including absorptivity, reflectivity, and emissivity for 

radiation originating from the left and right using the equations given 

in Section 2.2.3. 

SUBROUTINE CHAPMN 

CHAPMN calculates irradiation factors and array reflectance 

factors for energy originating from the left and right using the scheme 

outlined in Section 2.2,5. It is essential to remember that the N 

plate array may not be dealt with directly. It is necessary to first 

find the irradiation factors for the (N-l) case. That is, for an array 

on N plates, there will be 
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2(2N + 2(N-1) + 2(N-2) + ... 2(3) + 2(2) + 2(1)) 

irradiation factors and 2N .array reflectance factors (concerning both 

the right and left factors). 

SUBROUTINE QS 

QS calculates the solar energy flux leaving each plate surface 

using a method of superposition explained in Section 2.2.6. 

SUBROUTINE TEMPS 

TEMPS calculates the temperature of each plate surface. Thus, for 

a given system of N plates, 2N overall energy balance equations may be 

written, as illustrated in Section 2.5. Unfortunately, the 2N unknowns 

(.temperatures) may not be solved for directly. An iterative scheme must 

be employed whereby multiple trials are performed until convergence is 

achieved. The high degree of nonlinearity of the equations leads to 

inherent instabilities in their solution. In fact, in this study, 

several iterative schemes were attempted before an effective scheme was 

devised. 

The convergence scheme used in PLATES may best be explained by 

considering a system of two plates. From this example, an N plate 

scheme may. easily be generalized. 

Recall the four equations of balance for a two plate system: 

Eh,i «<TÎ - TL> - <“î.i cu < + “Î,R 
Cï* GR + U12(TrT2> ■ 0 <« 

*23 0<T* - T43) - (a*>L C<« G* + a*iR C&> C* + D^CT.-T,) = 0 (2) 

*32 0(1* - T*) - (a*>L c£> G* + „* R C<|> G* + - 0 (3) 

^,4 °<T4 - TE> - C4f °L + “4.R C4(R 4 + '’34<VI3) ’ 0 (4) 
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The only unknowns in equation (1) - (4) are T^, T2» T^» T^, the 

temperature of the two plate surfaces. The scheme begins by guessing 

an initial value of T^. Care must be taken to guess below the actual 

value to assure convergence. Thus a "safe" guess, and the one used in 

PLATES is: 

T 
1 

T 
L 

That is, the first guess of T^ is simply the temperature of space on the 

left. This guess is "safe" since in all the runs it is presumed that 

the sun is shining on the left. 

Equation (1) may now be used to solve for T2: 

T = T + l2 1 

.4 4. , * (2) * * (2) *. 
*h.l°(IrrL> - VL C1L gL + «1.R C1R V 

U (5) 
12 

Now 

V 

that T^ and T2 are "known", equation (2) may be used- to solve for 

r, 4 * (2) * * (2} *. 
T3 = QF23ctT2 " ^°2,L C2L GL + a2,R C2R V 

+ 012(I2 - T1)!'F230]!S <6> 
» * ' 

Clearly, however, may only be calculated if the value in the brackets 

[ ] is > 0. It is impossible to take the root of a negative number. If 

the bracketed number is negative, a new guess is made for T^: 

(T.) 1 new «Void 6 

where 5 is some known increment. The scheme proceeds as before until T^ 

may be calculated. Once T^ is calculated, equation (3) may be used to 
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calculate T, 

eqn(3) 
T3 + 

, 4 4v > * (9) * * (9) *v 
F32q(T3~T2> ~ ^a3,L C3L GL + a3,R °3R V 

U 
34 

Equation (4) may also be used to calculate T^, if the calculated 

in equation (3) is employed 

eqn(4) 
feh.4°TR + - * (°4.L C4L> GL + »t.R C4R GR> + P34(I3-T4Cqn 3 

eh,4 ° -r 
where T, on the right is calculated using equation (3). Again, 

eqn(3) 
the second value of T, (from equation (4), T, ) may not be 

4 eqn(4) 
calculated until the bracketed term is > 0.) 

Now, the two T^lg may be compared. If < T, , the 

value of T^ last used was not high enough. is incremented by 5 and 

> T, 

eqn(3) eqn(4) 
s incremented b; 

. This now means that the scheme is repeated until T, 
eqn(3) '*eqn(4) 

the last guess of was too high. The next-to-the-last guess of T^ is 

recalled (known to be too low) and incremented by 6/2, one-half of the 

original increment. The procedure is repeated using smaller and 

smaller increments until the convergence criteria is reached: 

- T, 
eqn(3) eqn(4) 

< .01 

Although the iterative procedure is only discussed for two plates, a 

generalized version for N plates is used in PLATES. One hundred 

iterations were allowed, but no run, of the sample cases reported in the 

following section, required more than 22 iterations. A flow chart of 

this iterative scheme follows (Figure 9). 
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FIGURE 9: Convergence Scheme Flow Chart for Two Plates 

YES 

2 
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It is conceivable that PLATES may be performed using a programmable 

pocket calculator since each subroutine is independent of all sub¬ 

routines which follow. However, in this study, PLATES was programmed in 

FORTRAN IV and run on a Digital PDP-11 computer. A discussion of PLATES 

input format and a listing of PLATES is given in Appendices IV and V 

respectively. 
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3.2 Examples 

The utility of Program PLATES may best be understood through some 

examples. 

Example 1: 

Consider a double window (two plates) (Figure 10) in a building 

where the outside temperature is 95°F (555°R) and the inside temperature 

is 70°F (530°R). 

The plates are made of plate glass which is 1/2 inch thick (.04 ft), 

-1 -1 
has an extinction coefficient of 1.26 in (15.07 ft ) an overall heat 

2 
transfer coefficient of 11.0 Btu/hr-ft -°R. The sun is shining .5 

radians (28.65°) above the normal with irradiation equal to 350 

2 
Btu/hr-ft . No solar irradiation originates from within the room. The 

effects of various coatings will be investigated. 

Seven different runs were made in order to compare coatings. Each 

one was identical in all properties except the thin film coatings. 

Case 1; No coatings (equivalent to glazings on all four sides with 

a thin film which has an index of refraction of 1.5 in both the 

solar and infrared bands). 

Case 2; Both plates are glazed on both sides with a coating which 
• * 

has an index of refraction of 1.8 in both the solar and infrared 

bands. 

Case 3: The plates are glazed on only the sides facing .the sun 

(side 1 and 3) with coating which has an index of refraction of 1.8 

in both the solar and infrared bands. 

Case 4: The plates are glazed on only the side not facing the sun 

(sides 2 and 4) with a coating which has an index of refraction of 

.1.8 in both the solar and infrared bands. 
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70°F 

inside 

FIGURE 10: Example 1 
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Case 5: The plates are glazed on only the sides facing the sun 

(side 1 and 3) with a coating which has an index of refraction of 

1.9 in both the solar and infrared bands. 

Case 6; The plates are glazed on only the sides facing the 

sun (side 1 and 3) with a coating which has an index of refraction 

of 2.0 in both the solar and infrared bands. 

Case 7: The plates are glazed on only the sides facing the sun 

(side 1 and 3) with a coating that has an index of refraction of 

2.1 in both the solar and infrared bands. 

The output for these seven cases is summarized in Table 1. Clearly, 

the worst case of those presented is Case 1 (no coatings) since the 

greatest radiant flux is given off to the room. Cases 2-4 indicate 

that it is better to coat both sides of the plate, but if only one side 

may be glazed, face that side toward the sun. A comparison of Cases 3, 

5, 6, and 7 show that the higher the index of refraction of the coating, 

the less heat given off to the room. A comparison of Cases 2, 6, and 7 

indicates how high the index of refraction must get for plates glazed on 

only one side to become more efficient than a system which has all sides 

glazed; jL.e., plates glazed on all sides with material where the index 
* * 

of refraction is 1.8 is better than plates glazed on only the sides 

facing the sun with a material of index of refraction equal to 2.0 but 

not as good as plates glazed on only the sides facing the sun with a 

material of ind.ex of refraction equal to 2.1. 
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Example 2: 

The purpose of this example is to illustrate full use of PLATES 

capabilities. 

Six plates are considered (though the algorithm may handle N 

plates) where the temperature of the outside is 555°R and the temperature 

of the inside is 530°R. There is a solar flux on the outside of 350 

2 2 
Btu/hr.-ft inclined at .7 rad and one on the inside of 20 Btu/hr.-ft 

inclined at .6 rad. The substrate thicknesses and overall heat transfer 

coefficients are given in Table 2. All substrates have index of 

refraction of 1.5 and extinction coefficient of 1.26 in The thin 

film indices of refraction are assumed to be the same in the solar and 

infrared band though they differ from film to film. These values are 

given in Table 2, as well. 

PLATES needs only 22 iterations to converge. Output is summarized 

in Table 3. 

The examples offered herein were done so to demonstrate the utility 

of PLATES and thus the utility of the analysis. It was not the purpose 

of this research to perform an exhaustive parametric study. Rather, the 

purpose is to offer a relatively simple method for finding the tempera- 

ture distribution and associated fluxes for the general problem of 

infinite, multiple, parallel plates with thin film coatings in a known 

environment. 
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Substrate 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

TABLE 

Film 

2: Example 2 Input Parameters 

Overall Heat 
Thickness Transfer Coefficient 
(inches) (Btu/hr.-ft^-°F) 

Index of 
Refraction 

1 1.8 

.32 16.5 

2 1.5 

3 1.7 

.24 22.0 

4 1.7 

5 1.5 

.48 11.0 

6 1.8 

7 1.6 

.16 33.0 

8 2.0 

9 1.9 

.40 13.2 

10 1.5 

11 1.7 

.32 16.5 

12 1.5 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study was to present a relatively simple 

procedure for finding the temperatures of each plate side for a system 

of multiple, infinite, parallel plates with thin film coatings. 

Several simplifying assumptions were made to facilitate solution. 

The plates were assumed to be parallel and optically smooth situated 

in a known thermal environment; the plates were allowed to vary in 

thickness. 

Also, Bobco's two band approximation was employed. Radiation was 

divided into two wavelength bands: solar and infrared. This approxi¬ 

mation implied that solar energy is all absorbed in the solar band and 

reemitted in the infrared band. This allowed the solar and infrared 

radiosity equations to be mathematically unlinked which further allowed., 

solar radiosities to be independent of plate temperature. 

In the solar band, Snell's law was used to predict angles of 

refraction in each medium. It was assumed that the thin films did not 

absorb solar radiation. This allowed the optical properties to be 

calculated using Fresnel's equations. 

The effective plate optical constants were found to be functions of 

thin film optical constants, substrate index of refraction, substrate 

extinction coefficient, and substrate thickness. These effective 

optical constants include all inner reflections between the substrate 

and the glazings for a given plate. 

Then, a method was established for calculating solar radiosities of 

an N plate system. The method involved two basic analyses. First, a 

recursive algorithm was established to calculate irradiation factors, 
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the amount of solar energy which eventually falls on a surface. This 

algorithm is unique in that it requires a one-time solution of four 

equations unlike "Brute Force" techniques which require the simultaneous 

solution of (4N-2) equations for an N plate array. The algorithm is 

recursive allowing for the solution of an N plate system once the 

solution of an (N-l) plate system in known. The second analysis 

included a method to calculate solar radiosities and irradiations using 

superposition. 

In the infrared band, radiation was assumed to be absorbed and 

emitted in a diffuse manner. The plates were assumed to be gray and 

opaque. This implied that the effective reflectivity of the plate was 

identical to the reflectivity of the thin film, calculated using 

Walsh's equations. 

Unlike the solar band, radiosities in the infrared band could not 

be calculated directly. The expressions for the infrared radiosities 

include an emittance term which depends on temperature. 

Energy balances were made on each side of every plate. Simply 

stated, for a given side, the sum of the energy absorbed in the band, 

the energy incident on the infrared band, and the energy incident due to 

* 
conduction were set equal to unity. 

The simultaneous solution of these 2N equations to yield the 

2N temperatures was not feasible due to the nonlinearity of the equa¬ 

tions. Instead, an iterative scheme was employed whereby "guesses" of 

the 2N temperatures were made until convergence was achieved. These 

temperatures were used to calculate the infrared radiosities. 

A computer program, entitled PLATES was written to perform the 
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analysis outlined. An exhaustive parametric study was not attempted 

though several examples were offered to demonstrate the utility of 

PLATES. 
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APPENDIX I 

The absorption coefficient, k , is defined as: 

. * * X 
k. = K. 7— 
X X 4IT 

Let k^ = .1, upper limit for dielectrics [9] 

X » 3.0 ym, the longest wavelength in the solar band 

4irk 
then 

X _ 4TT(.1) 

«3 
3.0 x 10 mm 

41.9 mm 
-1 

& — 1 
So that for the solar band, where X Î 3 ym, K > 41.9 mm defines a 

dielectric thin film. 
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APPENDIX II 

Recall the radiosity equations for the two plate system from 

Section 2.2.6: 

•*(2) . RC2)G*(2)+ t* C(2) G*(2) 
1 JL. 1 12 2R 4 (1) 

.*(2) _ (2) *C2). * r(2) *(2) 
2 " ®R G4 + T34 C3L G1 (2) 

*(2) _ r*(2) _(2) *(2) _(2) 
'2 " G1 C2L + G4 C2R (3) 

*(2) _ *(2) r(2) *(2) (2) 
3 " G1 C3L + G4 C3R (4) 

*(2) _ r*(2) 
2 ” G3 (5) 

* (2) _ p*(2) 
3 " G2 (6) 

The Irradiation factors and array reflectance factors needed in 

equations (1) - (6) are: 

Left Right 

r(l) _ 
C2L 

- 

rC2> . 

1 

0 

1L 
= 1 

,(2) _ 
>2L 

Rd) c(2) 
\ C3L 

C(1) = C2R 

r(D _ 
C1R 

r(2) _ 
C4R 

C(2) = C3R 

1 

0 

p2 

1 

(1) .(1) 
2R C 

■•(2) _ 
"3L 

12 

1 RC1> n i " *L p; 

,(2) 
'2R 

34 

1
 - ■4“ >3 
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Left Right 

«£- 

H<
2
>- 

. + T C(2) P1 + 12 C2L 42)- 

- o 

p4 + t34 C3R 

Substitution of these factors into equations (1) - (6) yield: (The 

superscript (2) is deleted for brevity.) 
2 * * * * * * * * * 

* _ " Pi P2 p3 + t12 P3J G1 + T12 t34 G4 
J1 * * 

1 - p2 p3 

^ = 

^ ^ ^ ^ * 

t12 G1 + p2 t34 C4 

1
 - 

p2 P3 

* t12 p3 G1 + t34 C4 
J3 * * 

1 - p2 P3 

2 
* k * * k * -k k k k 

„ Co4 - P2 p3 p4 + P2 T34) G4 + T12 r34 03 
J4 * * 

1 - P2 
p
3 

These equations correspond exactly to equations (7) - (10) in Section 

2.2.4. 
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APPENDIX III 

Recall Taylor's equations for calculating the effective reflectivity: 

Pi - ri + 
t^ ^ exp (-2KA/COS <j>) 

1 - r^ exp(-2icA/cos <(>) 
(1) 

Since the thin film is assumed transparent, equation (1) reduces to 

pl = rl 

So that the reflectivity of the thin film is also the effective 

reflectivity of the plate. 
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APPENDIX IV 

To be accepted by PLATES, input data must be coded as follows 

(skip no lines): 

N 

DEL (I) 

DEL (2) 

• 

• 

DEL (N) 

SIR (1), KAPPA (1), UCD 

SIR C2), KAPPA C2), UC2) 

• 

« 

SIR 00, KAPPA 00, U00 

RIS Cl)» RIR CD 

RIS C2), RIR C2) 

• 

• 

i 

RIS C2N), RIR (2N) 

SGI, SGN2, THL CD, THR CD, TSPL, TSPR 

where 

N number of plates in the system 
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DEL (I) Thickness of substrate I 

SIR (I) Solar substrate index of refraction for plate I 

KAPPA (I) Substrate extinction coefficient for plate I 

U (I) Overall heat transfer coefficient of substrate I 

RIS (J) Thin film index of refraction (solar band) for 

thin film J 

RIR (J) Thin film index of refraction (infrared band) 

SGI 

for thin film J 

* 
Solar irradiation from left (GT) 

J-i 

SGN2 
& 

Solar irradiation from right (G) 

THL (1) Angle of solar irradiation from left, measured 

from normal 

THR (1) Angle of solar irradiation from right, measured 

from normal 

TSPL Temperature of environment on left 

TSPR Temperature of environment on right 
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APPENDIX V 

Program PLATES 

REAL KAPPA 
DIMENSION U(8)»EPSQ6) 
DIMENSION DEL<8)»SIR<8)»KAPPA<8)»RIS(16)»RIR<16) 
DIMENSION THL(16)» THR(16)» F(16) 
DIMENSION TK33) »SAR<8) »SAL(8) »TL<16)rTR(16) 
DIMENSION RL(16)»RR<16)»RH0L<16)»RH0R(16) 

1 » ALPHAL <16)> ALPHAR <16) 
DIMENSION TAUL(16),TAUR(16)» CHR <72 » 8)» CHL(72 » 8) 
DIMENSION ARR<8)»ARL<8)»Q(16)»T<17»100)rOG(16) 

C INPUT DATA» 
C 
C SYSTEM GEOMETRY: 
P N — NIIMftPP HP PI ATPÇ 
C DEL<N) - THICKNESS OF SUBSTRATE OF EACH PLATE N 
C 

READ<5f20) N 
WRITE<6»100)N 

100 FORMAT<6X»'PROGRAM PLATES INPUT»'»/»/»6X» 
1'SYSTEM GEOMETRY'» 
2/r6Xr'NO» OF PLATES»'rI3> 

20 FORMAT <I3,3F10.3) 
DO 26 1=1rN 
READ( 5 »25) DEL(I) 
URITE(6»200) 11DEL<I) 

200 FORMAT<6X>'SUBSTRATE THICKNESS OF PLATE N0.'rI3»3X» 
l'IS'>F10»3) 

25 FORMAT (F10.3) 
26 CONTINUE 

C 
C 
C MATERIAL VARIABLES - SOLAR BAND: 
C 

C RIS<2*N> - INDICES OF REFRACTION FOR EACH THIN FILM 

C SIR(N) - INDICES OF REFRACTION FOR EACH SUBSTRATE 
C KAPPA(N> - EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOR EACH SUBSTRATE 
C 
C MATERIAL VARIABLES - INFRARED BAND: 
C RIR<2*N> - INDICES OF REFRAC»FOR EACH THIN FILM 
C MATERIAL VARIABLES - CONDUCTION: 
C U(N) - OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
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C 
N2 = 2*N 

DO 32 1 = 1 »N 
READ(5»30) SIR(I)»KAPPA(I)»U(I) 

30 FORMAT<3F10»3) 
WRITE<6 »300)SIR<I)»KAPPA<I)»U(I)»I 

300 FORMAT<6X» 'MATERIAL VARIABLES' »/»6X» 'SUBSTRATE 
1 INDEX OF REFRAC♦-SOLAR BAND*'»F10«3»3X» 
2'EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT'»F10*3»/»6X»'AND 
3 OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFF♦ ' » F10.3 » 3X »'OF PLATE'»13) 

32 CONTINUE 
DO 34 JJ=1»N2 
READ(5»33) RIS(JJ),RIR<JJ) 

33 FORMAT <2F10*3) 
WRITE(6»400)RIS<JJ)»RIR<JJ)»JJ 

400 FORMAT<6X»'THIN FILM INDEX OF REFRAC - SOLAR BAND'FIO 
1*3»3X»'AND THIN FILM INDEX OF REFRAC - INFRARED 
2 BAND'»F10*3»' FOR FILM'»I3> 

34 CONTINUE 

C ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLESÎ 
C SGI - SOLAR IRRADIATION FROM LEFT 
C SGN2 - SOLAR IRRADIATION FROM RIGHT 
C THL<1) - ANGLE FROM NORM OF SGI 
C THR1 - ANGLE FROM NORMAL OF SGN2 
C TSPL - TEMPERATURE OF SPACE ON LEFT 
C TSPR - TEMPERATURE OF SPACE ON RIGHT 
C 

READ < 5 » 40)SG1 » SGN2» THL <1)» THR1» TSPL » TSPR 
40 FORMAT<6F10»3) 

WRITE < 6 » 500 > SGI » SGN2 » THL(1)» THR1» TSPL » TSPR 
500 F0RMAT(6X»'ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES' 

1»/»6X»'SOLAR IRRADIATION FROM 
2 LEfT'»F10*3»3X»'SOLAR IRRADIATION 
3 FROM RIGHT'»F10*3»3X»/»6X» 
4'ANGLE MEASURED FROM NORMAL FOR G LEFT' 
5»F10*3»3X»'AND G RIGHT' 
6 » FI0.3 » 3X »'RESPECTIVELY'»/» 6X »'TEMPERATURE 
7 OF ENVIRONMENT ON LEFT 
8Î'»F10*3»3X»'AND RIGHTî'»F10,3»/»/»6X» 

- 9'PROGRAM PLATES OUTPUT♦'»/»/) 
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CALL I REF'S < RIR * EPS » N ) 

CALL IRCON(EPS » N » F ) 

CALL SNELL(RIS » SIR » THL » THR » TI » N,SAR » SAL » THR1) 

CALL SOFTIC(RIS f N rTHR tTHL » TL > TR tRL » RR) 

CALL MOUNT < RL » RR t TL » TR » RHOL » RHOR t ALF’HAL » ALPHAR » TAUL » 
1TAUR » KAPPA » N » DEL » THR » THL > SAR rSAL) 

C 
CALL CHAPMN< RHOR » RHOL » TAUR » TAUL » CHR » CHL r ARR » ARL » N) 

C 
CALL QS < TAUR » TAUL » ARR r ARL » N » Q » CHR r CHL » SGI » SGN2» QQ 

1 » ALPHAL rALPHAR) 
C 

CALL TEMPS ( QO » EPS » F t N » U a- TSPL » TSPR »T»Q) 

C 
END 
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SUBROUTINE IREPS<RIR*EPS»N> 

C SUBROUTINE IREPS CALCULATES THE HEMISPHERICAL EMISSIVITY 
C FOR THE INFRARED BAND OF EACH THIN FILM. 

DIMENSION RIR<16)»EPS<16)»E14(16) 
DIMENSION E1U6)»E2<16),E3(16)»E4(16)»E5<16)>E6<16) 
DIMENSION E7<16)»E8<16)rE9( 16) »E10( 16) >EU < 16) 
1»E12(16)TE13(16) 

NS IS THE NUMBER OF SIDES 

NS=2*N 
DO 20 1=1fNS 
El<I)=2#RIR<I)#*3 
E2(I)=RIR(I)**2+2*RIR <I>-1 
E3(I)=RIR<I)##2+l 
E4< I >=RIR< I )*>K4--1 
E5 <I)=8#RIR<I)*#4 
E6<I)=RIR(I)**4+1 
E7(I)=ALOG<RIR(I)) 
E8<I)=E3<I) 
E9<I)=E4<I)**2 
E10( I )=RIR( I )>|o|c2 
El1<I)=(RIR(I)**2~1)**2 
E12(I>=ALOG(<RIR(I)-1>/<RIR(I)+1)) 
E13<I)=<RIR(I)**2+1)**3 
E14<I) = (RIR<I)--1)*<3.*RIR<I) + 1>/<6.*<RIR<I> + 1)**2) 

EPS<I) REPRESENTS THE HEMISPHERICAL EMISSIVITY 
FOR EACH SIDE I. THIS IS A FUNCION OF THE INDEX OF 
REFRACTION <RIR)OF THE INFRARED BAND ONLY. 

EPS<I)=.5+E1<I)*E2<I)/<E3<I)*E4<I))-<E5<I)*E6(I) 
1*E7<I))/<E8<I)*E9<I))--E10<I)*E11<I>*E12<I)/ 
2E13<I)-E14<I) 
WRÏTE(6»100)EPS<I)» I 

100 FORMAT< 6X » 'INFRARED EMISSIVITY' »F10.5»6X>'OF SIDE/» 13) 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE IRCON(EPS>N>F) 
DIMENSION EPS(16)*F(15> 
M-2*N-2 
DO 20 I=2»M*2 
J=I+1 
DENOM=EPS(I)+EPS< J)-EPS(I)*EPS < J) 

F ( I ) =EPS ( I ) *EPS < J ) /DENOM 
F<J)=F<I> 
WRITE(6*10)I »J*F(I) 

20 CONTINUE 
10 FORMAT(/t6Xr'FOR SIDES7 rI3t2Xr'AND'»I3»6X 

1r'CURLY F EQUALS' 
1»F10«4»/) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUT INE SNELL(RIS»SIR»THL»THRrTI*N»SAR» SAL*THR1 ) 

SUBROUTINE SNELL CALCULATES ANGLES OF REFRACTION IN 
EACH MEDIUM ACCORDING TO SNELL'S LAW 

DIMENSION TI(33)»RIS(16)>SIR(8)*THL<16)*THR<16) 
11AL < 33)fAR(33 > 
DIMENSION SAR(8)*SAL<8>*UAL<33> »UAR<33> 

N IS THE NUMBER OF PLATES WHICH EQUALS THE NUMBER 
OF SUBSTRATES 

TI IS THE TEMPORARY INDEX OF REFRACTION 

DO 20 1=1*N 
J=4*<I-1> + 1 

C TKJ) DENOTES AIR SPACES WHERE INDEX OF REFRACTION 
C =1 
C 

TI<J)=l♦ 
M=2*<I~l)fl 
TI(J+l)=RIS(M> 
TI(J+2)=SIR(I) 
TI(J+3)=RIS(M+1) 

20 CONTINUE 
N4=4*N 
AL(1>=THL(1) 

C ALr AR INDICATE ANGLE OF IMPINGING ENERGY FROM 
C LEFT AND RIGHT RESPECTIVELY 

TI(N4+1)=1♦ 
C THIS TAKES CARE OF LAST AIR SPACE» 

DO 30 J=2fN4 
UAL(J)=<TI<J-i)*SIN<AL(J-l)>/TI<J>) 
AL< J)=ATAN<UAL( J)/< <1-UAL< J)#*2)*>K»5) ) 

WRITE<6*100)J»AL<J) 
100 FORMAT(6X*'MEDIUM'»I3*6X*'SNELL ANGLE LEFT'*F10»3*/> 
30 CONTINUE 

N2=2*N 
DO 40 I=2*N2 
J=2*<I-1>+1 
THL<I)=AL(J) 

40 CONTINUE 
AR(N4+1)=THR1 
DO SO K=2*N4 
J=N4-K+2 
UAR( J) = (TI (J+l)#SIN(AR(J+l) )/TI < J) ) 
AR<J)=ATAN(UAR<J)/<<1-UAR<J>**2>**»5> ) 
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WRITE<6,200)J,AR<J) 
FORMAT<6X,'MEDIUM't13,6X,'SNELL ANGLE RIGHT',F9*3,/) 
CONTINUE 
DO 60 1 = 1 » N2 
J=2#I+1 
THR(I)=AR<J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 70 L=1»N 
K=4*<L-l>+3 
SAR(L)=AR(K) 
SAL<L)=AL<K) 
CONTINUE 
DO 80 1=1,N2 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOPTIC (RIS » N » THR» THL » TL » TR » RL » RR > 

C CALCULATES THE SOLAR.OPTICAL CONSTANTS FOR EACH THIN FILM 

C ASSUMING ABSORPTION IS NEGLIGIBLE 
C 

DIMENSION RIS(16)»TL(16)»TR(16)»RL(16)»RR(16) 
1 »THR(16)»THL(16) 
DIMENSION RSR1(16)»RSR2(16)»RSR(16)»RSL1(16) 
1»RSL2(16)»RSL(16) 
DIMENSION RPR1(16)»RPR2(16)»RPR(16)»RPL1(16) 

1»RPL2(16)»RPL(16) 

THR(I)» THL(I) REFERS TO THETA RIGHT AND THETA LEFT 
ON SIDE I THAT IS» THE ANGLE IMPINGING 
ON SIDE I DUE TO RADIATION ORIGINATING FROM 
THE RIGHT OR LEFT RESPECTIVELY 

DO THE RIGHT CASE FIRST 
RECALL THAT N IS THE NUMBER OF PLATES 

NS=2*N 
NS IS THE NUMBER OF SIDES 

DO 20 1=1»NS 

FOR NORMAL INCIDENCE THETA =0* 

RSR1(I)=(RIS(I)**2-(SIN(THR(I)))**2)**.5 
RSR2(I> =COS(THR(I)) 
RSR(I)=((RSR1(I)-RSR2(I))/(RSR1(I)+RSR2(I)))**2 
RSL1(I) = (RIS(I)*#2*-(SIN(THL(I> ) >#*2)**.5 
RSL2(I)=COS(THL(I)) 
RSL(I) = ((RSL1(I)-RSL2(I))/(RSL1(I)+RSL2(I) > )**2 

RSRtRSL REFERS TO REFLECTIVITY OF THIN FILM POLARIZED 
PERPENDICULAR FOR ENERGY ORIGNINATING FROM THE RIGHT 
AND LEFT RESPECTIVELY 

• 

RPR1(I)=(RIS(I)**2)*C0S(THR(I)) 
RPR2(I) = (RIS(I)**2--(SIN(THR(I) )**2) >**.5 
RPR(!)=((RPR1(I)-RPR2(I))/(RPR1(I)+RPR2(I)))**2 
RPL1(I)=(RIS(I)**2)*C0S(THL(I)) 
RPL2(I)=(RIS(I)**2~(SIN(THL(I))**2))**♦5 
RPL(I>=((RPL1(I)~RPL2(I))/(RPL1(I>+RPL2(I))>**2 

RPR»RPL REFERS TO REFLECTIVITY OF THIN FILM POLARIZED 
PARALLEL FOR ENERGY ORIGINATING FROM THE RIGHT 
AND LEFT RESPECTIVELY. 
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RR(I)“< RPR(I)+RSR<I))/2 
RL <I) = <RPL <I)+RSL <I))/2 

THE REFLECTIVITY OF EACH THIN FILM IS THE AVERAGE OF 
TWO POLARIZED COMPONENTS 

TR(I)=1*-RR<I) 
TL<I)*1.-RL<I) 

C 
C TRj»TL REFERS TO THE TRANSMISSIVITY OF THE THIN FILMS 
C FOR ENERGY ORIGINATING FROM THE RIGHT AND LEFT 
C RESPECTIVELY. 

WRITE<6r100) RR(I)»RL(I>>TR(I)rTL(I)rI 
100 FORMAT< 6X » 'RR= '»F10.5r5X»'RL='rF10.5»5X» 7TR=/ 

lfF10.5»5X»'TL=/9 
2F10.5>5X>'OF SIDE't13) 

C 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MOUNT < RL » RR » TL » TR » RHOL » RHOR » ALPHAL 
1 » ALPHAR » TAUL » TAUR » KAPPA » N » DEL > THR » THL » SAR » SAL ) 
REAL KAPPA 

C 
C MOUNTS THIN FILMS ON SUBSTRATES TO CALCULATE EFFECTIVE 
C REFLECTIVITY (RHO)»ABSORPTIBITY(ALPHA) 
C » AND TRANSMISSIVITY (TAU) FOR ENERGY ORIGINATING 
C FROM BOTH THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT 4 
C 

DIMENSION RHOL(16)»RHOR<16)»ALPHAL( 16 ) »ALPHAR<16) 
DIMENSION TAUL(16)»TAUR(16)» KAPPA(8)»DEL(8)»THR(16) 

1»THL(16) 
DIMENSION RL(16)»RR(16)»TL(16)»TR(16)»SAR(8>»SAL(8> 
DIMENSION UPR(8)»UPL(8)»DENOMR(16)»DENOML(16) 

DO 20 1=1»N 
J=2«I-1 
N2=2*N 
UPL(I)=EXP(-2 » *KAPPA(I)*DEL(I)/COS(SAL(I))) 
UPR(I)=EXP(-2.«KAPPA(I)«DEL(I)/COS(SAR(I) ) ) 
DENOML(J)=1-RL(J)*RL(J+1>#UPL(I> 
DENOMR(J) = 1-RR(J)*RR(J+1)#UPR(I) 
RHOL(J)=RL(J)+(TL(J)««2«RL(J+1)«UPL(I)/DENOML(J)) 
RHOR(J)=RR(J)+(TR(J)**2*RR(J+l)«UPR(I)/DENOMR(J)) 
RHOL(J+1)=RL(J+l)+(TL(J+l)««2«RL(J)«UPL(I)/DENOML(J)) 
RHOR(J+1)=RR(J+l) + (TR(J+l)««2«RR(J > «UPR(I)/DENOMR(J)) 

TAUL(J)=TL(J)«TL(J+l)«EXP( -1 ♦«KAPPA(I)«DEL(I)/ 
1COS(SAL(I)))/DENOML(J) 
TAUR(J)=TR(J)«TR(J+l)«EXP(-1.«KAPPA(I)«DEL(I)/ 

1COS(SAR(I)))/DENOMR(J) 
TAUL(J+l)=TAUL(J) 
TAUR(J+l)=TAUR(J) 

20 CONTINUE 
DO 40 K=1»N2 
ALPHAL(K)=1♦-TAUL(K)-RHOL(K) 
ALPHAR(K)=1♦-TAUR(K)-RHOR(K) 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 60 K=1»N2 
WRITE(6»100)K»ALPHAL(K)» ALPHAR(K)»TAUL(K)»TAUR(K)» 

1RH0L(K)»RHOR(K) 
100 FORMAT(6X»'SIDE7 » 13»3X»7ALPHAL*7 » F8♦5 » 3X » 7 ALPHAR=' 

1»F8«5»3X»7TAUL=7»F8*5»3X» 7TAUR=7 »F8.5»3X» 
27RHQL=7 »F8♦5»3X»7RHOR=7 »F8«5> 

60 CONTINUE 
C 
C 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CHAPMN< RHOR » RHOL t TAUR * TAUL tCHR tCHL rARR 
1 »ARL » N) 
DIMENSION RHOR(16)rRHÜL(16)*TAUR<16)» TAUL<16) 

1 »CHR<72»8)»CHL<72»8) 
DIMENSION ARR(8)»ARL<8)>TAL<16)»RHL<16)»CL<72»8) 
DIMENSION AL<8) 

C 
C CHR < S y P) REPRESENTS THE CHAPMAN IRRADIATION FACTOR 
C FOR SIDE S OF A P PLATE SYSTEM* 
C 
C ARR(P) REPRESENTS THE EFFECTIVE REFLECTIVITY 
C OF THE ARRAY OF P PLATES. 
C 

CHR<2r1>=1♦ 
CHR<1 >1)=0* 
ARR <1)=RHOR < 2) 
DO 100 J=2 *N 
K=2*J 
CHR(K»J)=1. 
CHR(K-2r J)-TAUR(K)/(1♦-ARR(J-l)*RHOR < K-l)) 
CHR<K-1 » J)=CHR<K-2i> J)*ARR( J-l ) 
M=K-3 

50 CHR<M>J)=CHR<M»J-1)*CHR<K~2>J) 
IF (M»EQ*1)G0 TO 60 
M=M-1 
GO TO 50 

60 CONTINUE 
ARR(J)=TAUR < K)*CHR(K-1 » J)+RHOR< K) 

100 CONTINUE 
C NOW DO THE LEFT HAND CASE 

N2=2*N 
DO 200 1=1*N2 
J-N2-I+1 
TAL <I> =TAUL < J) 
RHL(I)=RHOL < J) 

200 CONTINUE 
CL(2r1)=1♦ 
CL<1» 1)=0* 
AL(1)=RHL<2) ‘ 
DO 900 J=2»N 
K=2*J 
CL<K»J)=1. 
CL<K-2>J)=TAL<K)/<1.-AL<J--1)*RHL<K-1) ) 
CL(K-l»J)=CL<K~2»J)#AL<J~1) 
M=K~3 

500 CL < M » J)=CL(M * J-l)*CL < K-2 » J) 
IF(M*EQ*1) GO TO 600 
M=M-1 
GO TO 500 

600 CONTINUE 
AL<J)=TAL(K)*CL(K~i»J)+RHL<K) 

900 CONTINUE 



C NOW CHANGE BACK 
DO 960 J=1 »N 
DO 950 1=1»N2 
L=N2-I+1 
ARL<J)=AL(J) 
CHL(L » J)=CL <I » J) 
J2=2*J 
IF<I»EQ«J2) GO TO 960 

950 CONTINUE 
960 CONTINUE 

HO 1000 J=1»N 
DO 970 1=1»N2 
J2=2*J 
WRITE(6»2000) CHR(I»J)»I»J 
IF(I*EQ»J2) GO TO 1000 

970 CONTINUE 
1000 CONTINUE 

DO 1001 J=1»N 
no 975 1=1»N2 

, L=N2~I+1 
WRITE<6»2001) CHL(L»J)»L»J 
J2=2*J 
IF(I.EQ*J2) GO TO 1001 

2000 FORMATC/»6X»'CHR'»F10*5»6X» 7OF SIDE'»I4»6X 
1'FOR A SYSTEM OF'»I4»6X»"PLATES') 

2001 FQRMAT(/»6X»'CHL'»F10.5»6X»'OF SIEiE'»I4»6X 
1'FOR A SYSTEM OF'» 14»6Xr'PLATES') 

975 CONTINUE 

1001 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6»3005) N» ARR<N)»ARL<N> 

3005 F0RMAT</»6X»'FOR A SYSTEM OF'»13»' PLATES 
. 1 ARR='»F10.5»' ARL='»F10*5) 

RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE QS(TAUR*TAUL»ARR»ARL>N»Q»CHR»CHL 
1 » SG1 » SGN2» GQ» ALPHAL » ALPHAR) 

CALCULATES THE NET SOLAR ENERGY GAIN G=SJ~G 
FOR EACH SURFACE 

DIMENSION ALPHAL(16)»ALPHAR(16) 
DIMENSION TAUR <16)» TAUL < 16 ) > ARR < 8 > r ARLX8)» G(16) 
DIMENSION G<16),SJ(16>»GQ<16> 
DIMENSION CHR(72 » 8)» CHL(72 » 8) 
N2=2*N 

N2M1-N2-1 
G(1)=SG1 
G<N2)»SGN2 
DO 20 K«2rN2Ml 

C 
G(K)=CHL<K»N)*SGl+CHR<KrN)*SGN2 

20 CONTINUE 
SJ<1>=ARL<N)*G<1)+TAURU)*CHR<2»N>*G(N2> 
SJ(N2)=ARR<N)*G<N2)+TAUL(N2)*CHL(N2M1»N)*G(1) 
N2M2=N2-2 
DO 40 I=2»N2M2»2 
K«I + 1 
SJ(I>=G(K) 
SJ(K)~G(I) 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 60 K=1»N2 
G<K)=SJ(K)-G(K) 
GQ(K)=ALPHAL < K)*CHL < K » N)*SG1+ALPHAR(K)*CHR<K»N>*SGN2 

WRITE(6»100) KrQ(K)»SJ(K)fG<K)»GQCK) 
100 FORMAT(6X»'SIDE"r13»SX»"SOLAR HEAT FLUX'»F10»3>4XJ> 

l'J='>F10*3r4X>'G='fF10.3»4X*' SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBED 
2 »'»F10»3> 

60 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE TEMPS < QQ t EPS » F » N t U » TSPL r TSPR » T » Q ) 
/"V • 

DIMENSION QQ'(16)»EPS(16) »F< 15) »U<8) rT< 17» 100) 
DIMENSION 0(16)»QIR(16) 

STEFAN-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT 

S“.1714E-8 

T<K>L) IS TEMPERATURE OF SURFACE K ON ITERATION L 

ASSIGN GUESS FOR T<1»1> 

DT-50* 
T(1 » 1)-TSPL-DT+2 » 
L*1 
N2=2*N 
N2P1=N2+1 
N2M2=N2-2 

20 CONTINUE 
L=L+1 

T <1 » L > =T <1 * L-l)+DT 
C ENERGY BALANCE ON FACE 1» LEAVING » + 

T<2»L> = ( +EPS ( 1 ) *S*T <1 » L ) **4-EPS < 1 ) HcS^TSPL**^ 
1-QQ(1))/U(1)+T(1»L) 

C ENERGY BALANCE ON FACE 2 
T(3»L>=T(2»L> 
V=<F<2)*S*T<2»L>**4-Ga<2>+U<1>#CT<2*L>-T<1»L>)) 
IF(V*GT»0»0) GO TO 25 

C WRITE(6» 888)L» T(1»L)»T(2»L) 
IF<L»GT*99) GO TO 1000 
GO TO 20 

25 CONTINUE 
T<3»L>=<V/<F<2>*S>>**.25 

C 
DO 40 I“4»N2*2 
J=I-1 
K=I/2 

C ENERGY BALANCE ON FACE J 
T<I>L)*<+F<J)#S*T(J»L)**4-F<J)*S*T(1-2»L)**4 
1~GQ(J))/U(K)+T<J»L) 
IF<I»EQ*N2) GO TO 40 

C ENERGY BALANCE ON FACE I 
T <1+1fL)=T(I»L> 
V»<F<I>*S*T<I»L)**4-QCKI>+U(K>#<T<IfL>-T(J»L))) 
MM=I 
IF(V.GT.O) GO TO 35 

C WRITE(6»888)Lf<T(M»L)»M=1»MM) 
IF(L«GT*99) GO TO 1000 
60 TO 20 

35 CONTINUE 
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T<I+1»L)=<V/(F<I)*S)>**.25 
C 
40 CONTINUE 

V= < < EFS < N2)*S*TSPR*#4+QQ < N2 > +U < N)* <T < N2-1 
1»L)-T<N2»L>))) 
IF(V.GT.0.0) GO TO 70 

C WRITE<6»2)L»<T<MM»L)»MM=1»N2) 
2 FORMAT(14»10F10.3) 

IF<L.6T.99)GQ TO 1000 
GO TO 20 

70 CONTINUE 

IF<V.GT.O.O) T(N2P1»L)=<V/<EPS<N2)*S>>**.25 
C WRITE(6»883)L»<T<I»L)»I=1»N2P1)»V 
888 F0RMAT(6X»14»10G13.6) 

CHECK=T<N2»L)~T<N2P1» L) 
IF(ABS<CHECK).LT.O.1) GO TO 500 
IF(CHECK.LT.0.0) GO TO 20 

C A CROSS HAS BEEN ACHIEVED 
T<1»L)=T(1»L)~DT 
DT=DT/2. 
GO TO 20 
IF(L.GT»99) GO TO 1000 
GO TO 20 

500 CONTINUE 
DO 600 K-l»N2 
WRITE(6»660)K»T <K»L) 

660 FORMAT<6X»7TEMP OF PLATE7 »I4»3X»7IS7»F10.3) 
600 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6»680)L 
680 FORMAT<6X» 13»6X» 7 ITERATIONS WERE NEEDED 

1 FOR CONVERGENCE7) 

C QIR IS THE INFRARED FLUX * J-G 
QIR <1>-EPS<1)«S* < T <1 » L)*#4-TSPL**4) 
QIR(N2)«EPS < N2)*S* < T < N2 » L)**4-TSPR**4) 
DO 1600 I=2»N2M2»2 
J=I + 1 
QIR<I)=F(I)*S*T(I »L)**4-F(I)#S*T<J»L)**4 
QIR<J)=F<J)*Srr<J»L)**4-F(J)*S*T<I»L)**4 

1600 CONTINUE 
DO 1700 1=1»N2 
WRITE<6»1800)IrQIR(I) * 

1800 FORMAT(6X» 7FOR PLATE7» 14»3X»7INFRARED FLUX =7»F10.3) 
1700 CONTINUE 

GO TO 2019 
1000 CONTINUE 

DO 2000 L=l»40 
DO 2000 K=1» N2 
WRITE(6»1020)L»K»T(K»L) 

1020 FORMAT(6X»7NO. OF ITERATIONS7»6X»7SIDE OF PLATE7»12X» 
17TEMPERATURE7 »/» 1IX» 13»22X»I3»14X»F10.3> 



2000 CONTINUE 
2019 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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